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Wump wump wooomph …
Wubb boom boom da va va dur num zuzum ….. Sorry this isn’t going to work. The face mask is off!

Wright’s Meadow, Leighton Road,
Stanbridge, Beds, LU7 9HR
Tel: 01525-371322
www.buzzardrugby.co.uk
Twitter: @buzzardrugby
The views offered in this publication do not
necessarily reflect official LBRFC policy. Written
contributions may have been embellished but are
generally based on a modicum of fact.
Photographs are used with the owner’s permission
but not necessarily that of those depicted. Tough
titty. You could hear the hoof beats pound as they
raced across the ground and the clatter of the
wheels as they turned round and round.

The season so far…
RESULTS
September
5th
Midsomer Murders (H)
Lots of rural types died
12th
Only Fools and Horses (H)
Man fell through bar opening
19th
Pobol y Cwm (Welsh tour)
People spoke without vowels
UPCOMING FIXTURES
September
26th
Cash in the Attic (H)
October
3rd
A Place in the Sun (H)
10th
Flog It (H)

So what you been up to? It’s getting a little boring isn’t it. We are now 6 months on since the
Midlands Intermediate Cup final which turned out to be the last match of the 2019-2020 season.
In that time I’ve seen Jez Tobin walking his dog and Dave Siddon when I dropped something off at
his house for Carl to collect and that is it. Dave asked what I’d been up to. I had to admit that apart
from avoiding Pat Hawkins and Alban and being careful not to show my face within a ten-mile radius
of Thurrock, not much. The limit of my LBRFC contact has been a couple of chats on the phone (that
thing we used to use to communicate in the old days) with Mark Rayfield and one with Sue Pearson
to get Tom’s number (what is it with you recruitment consultants? You’re all ‘return-call allergic’).
It seems COVID has put paid to one of the plans of Messrs Rayfield and Davies. They were due to
walk Hadrian’s Wall. I suggested that they would obviously have to cancel, or at a minimum, lower
their sights a little. Perhaps they could walk Adrian’s Wall instead. I thereby give early warning to
the Carne, Linden and Wagstaff families. Make up the spare bedroom and give your kagoule
cupboard a light dusting.
And finally, if you were thinking of watching the ‘8 Nations’ tournament in November you yourself
may have to go round to someone else’s house. At a time when there’s no sign of the community
game being up and running thereby giving them a ready-made captive audience, the organisers
have sold exclusive live TV rights to Amazon Prime. One has to wonder if a pre-requisite for high
office in British rugby union is that you have to undergo a lobotomy before taking up your position.

Tools
Getting your ducks in a row
Remember the Duck Race fund raiser? Ran for one season only as it proved a logistical nightmare.
Those damned plastic ducks went the wrong way when released. Here we see Ralph, Fraz and
Pearso mopping up the pressure of the launch.

Finally, in a valiant effort to fill space, a
photo of someone born in 1958. I couldn’t
get one of Alban, so Linda Lusardi has
stepped up to the plate. What a trooper!
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Newbies

Jim Telfer ….. NOT!!

No reply from Basil yet so since July we just have one
new subscriber and he is one from the last 20 years
rather than the last 40.

Hugh’s recollection of Paul Walshaw’s Shakespearian pre-match call to arms
stirred the memory of another witness to the event. Paul Hills remembers the
day well

Whilst doing a bit of web surfing Craig Fayers-Hallin
happened across a newsletter from a year or so ago
and contacted me to be included on the mailing list.
He’s still local and has bumped into Alban a couple of
times at Bletchley RFC and is keen to attend the next
Former Players lunch. As to when that will take place
Craig old chap, your guess is as good as mine. He’s
even willing to resume his membership subscription.
Good lad. A positive gold mine of cash!

“I was making a rare second team appearance (“its away Hillsy do you mind
driving?") for Walshaw’s “munch of bugs” speech, I was desperately trying
to suppress the giggles and look like I might belong in the team, I had to turn
my gum shield side on to keep anything like a straight face and then I made
the mistake of catching Hugh’s eye and any pretence was lost as Paul W
manfully kept going. Try telling that to kids today (etc etc)”

By the way, when I say ‘Shakespearian’ I am of course referring to Reg
Shakespeare, one-time Shove Ha’penny champion in the public bar of
the Dredwell Ment.

You start off like this ….

Does anyone know
anyone in this photo?
Back row second from left
has a look of Kelvin Healy
about him. Poor little
bugger.
Back row third from left
could be Damien from
“The Omen”. I’m sure
someone will be able to
put me straight.

… you end up like this

The Vets host nos amis from Coloummiers. Thanks to Alan Hodey for the donations.
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I never knew you cared, you big ginger softy!
Here is a photo of a shop front at 85 Oliver Plunkett Street, Cork.

Matters arising
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Ian Connew Sevens photo had one member we weren’t sure
about. Purry reckons it was Rob Coe. I agree.
Ben Irvine thinks “Arran Sweater Man” in the other Ian Connew
Sevens photo is Steve Sear, though he did add “Sorry Steve”
The other person in the Summer Ball photo was Ben Irvine.
Golf Day? Who knows?
Tony Unsworth’s new email address has been supplied.
Russell Bailey’s hasn’t.
For the first time in about 15 issues, I didn’t get an Out of Office
from Max Thomasson.
I think Steve Llewellyn’s email may be defunct. Over to you big
bruv for confirmation.

Aaaaaarrghh!!!
Dave Hyde dropped me a line a month or so ago asking if I could amend his
email address. It was brief and to the point however he included the literary
appendage of Satan “going forward”.
I will let it go this time Big Man, but let this be a warning to the rest of you. If
you ever send me anything and you end a statement with “going forward” your
message will be instantly deleted. You will be manhandled into a windowless
van in the wee small hours and after being given a pep talk by Stuart Langhorn,
you will be tied to the posts on the far pitch and flogged!
The same applies to “reach out” for which the only excuse is if you were once a
member of The Four Tops.

“They had style, they had grace, Rita Hayworth gave good face. Lauren,
Katherine, Lana too, Nee-yul Murton, we love you”

Olly and Elaine join Murts in the maelstrom started by Issue 29. I think we can finish this one now don’t you think?
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Glaring omission
Last time out I omitted to mention the rather major news that LBRFC had been named Rugby World Team of the Year. Thanks to John
McDougal for pointing this out and forwarding the RW article. So, to make amends, here is how it was announced. Congratulations to
everyone that contributed on the pitch and off, us oldies are proud of you.
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to the Club’s schedule for the London 1 North division.
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He may be a lanky
Welsh sod, but he’s
OUR lanky Welsh sod!

Upon receipt I read it. Then I read it again, went for a lie down, came back an hour later
and read it again. Then I engaged in some important internet research, you know the type
of thing, how to degrease a bike chain, watching buffalo flipping lions up in the air, checking
out if there had actually been a law passed in Hungary in the mid-1990s decreeing that all
females between the age of 20 and 35 were prohibited from entering bars, restaurants or
night clubs if they were wearing a bra, before finally bowing to the inevitable and returning
to Steve’s email.

Some years ago, not long after Chinny
walked through our door and after a
sustained period of inclement weather had
put paid to a number of fixtures, we played
Bletchley in a hastily arranged midweek
match under their lights to give both sides a
much needed run out.

I eventually arrived at the conclusion that there wasn’t really a way to break it down and
explain it in the simplest terms possible, so I’ve taken the coward’s way out and simply
reproduced it here. Good luck!

Chinny played in the game and in the week
after received a letter from the Bletchley
chairman in which he mentioned that he’d
heard that Chinny had been a victim of our
“short-sighted selection policy” so invited
him to make the switch to Manor Fields
where he would receive a fairer crack of the
whip. To tempt Jonathan further he told
him of their newly appointed French coach
who had played for France ‘B’. This French
coach, who had been in charge for the
match between the two of us had turned up
a few weeks earlier and told them he was a
friend of Serge Blanco with whom he had
played at Biarritz.
Did Chinny take the approach seriously?
Well seeing as he immediately handed
Graham Blower a copy of the letter so he
could reproduce it in the following week’s
programme, sort of suggests he didn’t, but
in the meantime there was a further
delicious twist to the episode.
A former Bletchley player who hadn’t
played for a while just happened to wander
down to their home game the weekend
after our match and was told the of their
Gallic acquisition and his high credentials.
Taking a whole box of drawing pins to their
balloon the returnee, who at the time was a
publican in Milton Keynes, told them that
Monsieur probably wasn’t what he claimed
to be as he recognised him as someone that
worked in the kitchen of his pub.
In a somewhat less than chivalrous move
someone re-counted the story to the MK
Citizen who gleefully ran it in their next
edition. Oddly Michel Poo Jnr was never
seen again. Bonnet de douche!!
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When seasons were normal
At the last Former Players lunch Kouskous gave me an LBO newspaper cutting he’d discovered at his Mum’s house describing our build up to
the 1986-87 season. This was the one following the first East Midlands Cup win which presented us with our first appearance in what was
then called the John Player Cup. I’ve been trailing this for some time now and now it has been reproduced, if you give me your home address
Nick, I will post it back to you.

“Honestly, I trained at The Ivy”

Next time ….
•
•

•
•
•
•

Col Scudder, Rose Hodey and Mark Hardy don’t seem convinced
by Marc Taylor’s claim of competence

Another dip into John Tarbox’s photo album.
Hopefully I will have arranged a catch up with Neal
Summerfield in order to resurrect the “Programme Repeats”
feature.
A further update on the Golf Day
“Travelling by bus” with Nobby Clark
Seasoned business traveller Dave Jones tells us of things you
can do to alleviate boredom when stuck in a hotel room.
Stuart Langhorn reveals what he said to Prince Charles when
he collected his MBE.

In order to prevent a succession of emails telling me it is not Mark
Hardy in the photograph to the left, I refer the honourable member
to Issue 4.
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